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Zoographico Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 318 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.7in.If Holden Caulfield had grown up in an age of environmental politics he might sound
like Cute Eats Cutes 15-year-old narrator. Set in a Midwestern town at the turn of the millennium,
Sams mother embraces Wicca, his dad dials in talk radio, and his eco-warrior friends shift into
hyper-drive as the community goes up in arms when deer are slated for culling from a large urban
park. Organically wrapped in paradox and irony, Cute Eats Cute explores the many false utopias its
characters embrace. Sam discovers the human condition is really about finding out which tribe
youre in, and in doing so, learns to navigate the turbulent waters of this so-called life. Cute Eats
Cute -- the title taken from a speech Sams dad makes at his high school defending the urban deer
hunt-- encapsulates how animals eat one another for survival and defense. And the food chain
never sleeps. The satirical jabs at the mens movement, the deafening but impressionable rhetoric
of the gun-toting Christian right group, The Hunters of Men, and the fragile friendship of Sams
school chums (who are each facing down their...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is fantastic. It is actually writter in straightforward terms rather than hard to understand. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward
way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this ebook through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Justice Wilderman-- Justice Wilderman

This publication is worth getting. it absolutely was writtern very completely and useful. I am quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Ariane Rau-- Ariane Rau
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